KRAETTLI CLOSING

CLEANING CHARGES

ESTIMATE COST

**LEVEL 1**
COMPLETELY CLEANED-ITEM IS FREE FROM ALL BUILD-UP. NO SERVICE NEEDED. (NO CHARGE)

**BATHROOM**
- TILE
  - LEVEL 2: $19.00
  - LEVEL 3: $37.00
- TUB/SHOWER
  - LEVEL 2: $32.00
  - LEVEL 3: $65.00
- SINK
  - LEVEL 2: $11.00
  - LEVEL 3: $24.00
- WALLS, DOOR, LIGHT FIXTURES
  - LEVEL 2: $23.00
  - LEVEL 3: $47.00

**KITCHEN**
- TILE
  - LEVEL 2: $19.00
  - LEVEL 3: $30.00
- CABINETS/SINK
  - LEVEL 2: $35.00
  - LEVEL 3: $126.00
- STOVE
  - LEVEL 2: $58.00
  - LEVEL 3: $116.00
- REFRIGERATOR
  - LEVEL 2: $21.00
  - LEVEL 3: $70.00
- WALLS, DOOR, LIGHT FIXTURES
  - LEVEL 2: $58.00
  - LEVEL 3: $130.00

**BEDROOM**
- TILE
  - LEVEL 2: $18.00
  - LEVEL 3: $37.00
- FURNITURE
  - LEVEL 2: $12.00
  - LEVEL 3: $30.00
- WALLS, DOOR, LIGHT FIXTURES
  - LEVEL 2: $17.00
  - LEVEL 3: $34.00
- WINDOW/BLINDS
  - LEVEL 2: $19.00
  - LEVEL 3: $37.00

**LIVING ROOM**
- CARPET FLOOR
  - LEVEL 2: $18.00
  - LEVEL 3: $35.00
- FURNITURE
  - LEVEL 2: $18.00
  - LEVEL 3: $37.00
- WALLS, DOOR, LIGHT FIXTURES
  - LEVEL 2: $24.00
  - LEVEL 3: $61.00
- WINDOW/BLINDS
  - LEVEL 2: $18.00
  - LEVEL 3: $50.00

**DINING ROOM**
- TILE
  - LEVEL 2: $18.00
  - LEVEL 3: $37.00
- FURNITURE
  - LEVEL 2: $15.00
  - LEVEL 3: $22.00
- WALLS & DOOR
  - LEVEL 2: $17.00
  - LEVEL 3: $34.00

**QUESTIONS?**
PLEASE CONTACT THE KRAETTLI OFFICE.
KRAETTLI CLOSING

ALL CHARGES LIST

ESTIMATE COST

-DOORS-
BEDROOM DOOR: $115.00
BEDROOM DOOR LOCK: $60.00
FRONT DOOR: $650.00
FRONT DOOR LOCK: $132.00
DOOR STOP: $35.00

-MINI BLIND REPLACEMENT-
200'S, 300'S, 400'S: $55.00
BLIND WAND: $35.00

-LIGHT FIXTURES-
BATHROOM: $57.50
BEDROOM: $57.50
KITCHEN CEILING: $57.50
KITCHEN COUNTER: $57.50
LIGHT BULB: $40.00

-PAINTING-
PER WALL: $80.00
FRONT DOOR: $80.00

-APPLIANCES-
RANGE HOOD: $100.00
ELECTRIC STOVE: $407.00
OVEN RACKS: $86.25
DRIP PANS: $45.00
REFRIGERATOR: $664.00

-FURNITURE-
ARM CHAIR: $415.00
SOFA: $698.00
END TABLE: $168.00
LAMP: $59.00
DINING TABLE: $318.00
CHAIR: $90.00
DESK: $478.00
FOUR-DRAWER CHEST: $485.00
DOUBLE BED FRAME: $179.00
DOUBLE MATTRESS: $180.00
TWIN BED FRAME: $168.00
TWIN MATTRESS: $151.00

-MISCELLANEOUS-
SHOWER ROD: $35.00
THERMOSTAT: $250.00
OUTLET PLATES: $20.00
CLOSET DOOR: $234.00
CLOSET ROD: $40.00
TOWEL RACKS: $40.25
PHONE CORD/LINE: $74.75
CARPET: $580.00
PUTTY NAIL HOLE: $5.00/HOLE
TOILET SEAT: $40.00
TOILET BOWL: $185.00
TOILET TANK: $150.00
WINDOW 26" & 36"'S: $248.50
WINDOW 48"'S (SMALL): $115.00
WINDOW 48"'S (LARGE): $248.50
KITCHEN COUNTER TOP: $900.00
ETHERNET HUB/POWER SUPPLY: $75.00

QUESTIONS? PLEASE CONTACT THE KRAETTLI OFFICE.